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At the equilibrium price, supply = demand.
Thus, there is neither excess nor shortage. The market ‘clears’.
Fundamental assumption of microeconomics:
Markets rapidly converge to equilibrium, and stay there.
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In this way, the ‘supply curve’
emerges from the aggregate
production behaviour of hundreds or thousands of producers.
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Some retailers will sell at lower price to clear excess stock.
Less efficient producers will cut back production (or go out of business).
This would ‘drive down’ the price until it was at equilibrium.
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If people eat more bread, they will also want more butter.

◮

Some goods are substitutes (e.g. margarine & butter)
If people consume more margarine, they will consume less butter.

Thus, the price (and hence, consumption) of bread and margarine can
affect the demand (and hence, the price) of butter.
A full economic model must account for this.
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Consumption of commodity X can affect the supply for commodity Y , if X
and Y require common factors of production.
Example: Wheat is a production factor for both bread and pasta.
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Then pasta makers will purchase more wheat.
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This increases demand (and hence, price) for wheat.

◮

This makes baking more expensive.
This decreases supply (equivalently, raises price) of bread.

Thus, demand for pasta affects supply (and hence, price) for bread.
A full economic model must account for this.
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But consider a highly paid professional (e.g. a computer programmer).

Wage

If wage is high enough, then
programmer might work less.
She feels ‘rich’, so she spends
more time on leisure.

Thus, labour supply curve turns down, due to a wealth effect.
A proper economic model must account for this.
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...until pA = pB , and the ‘arbitrage opportunity’ disappears.
Thus, (Law of One Price) ⇐⇒ (Assumption of Zero Arbitrage).
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Endowment: a point e ∈ RC .
e = (e1 , e2 , . . . , eC ) means
e=(20,50)
You have:
20 apples.
50 bananas.
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Apples

◮

e1 units of commodity 1

◮

e2 units of commodity 2, etc.

Commodities: endowments, prices, and trade
Bananas

Let C be the set of commodities.

50

Price(apple) = $3
Price(banana)= $2
Value(e) = 3x20 + 2x50
e
= 60+100
= 160

2
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e = (e1 , e2 , . . . , eC ) means
◮
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◮
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p ∈ RC .
Market yields price vectorX
‘Value’ of of e is p • e =
pc ec .
c∈C
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Commodities: endowments, prices, and trade
Bananas

Let C be the set of commodities.

50

Price(apple)
Endowment: a point e ∈ RC .
= 1.5 x Price(banana) e = (e , e , . . . , e ) means
1 2
C
e

2

You can trade
3 bananas
for 2 apples
p=(3,2)

◮

e1 units of commodity 1

◮

e2 units of commodity 2, etc.

p ∈ RC .
Market yields price vectorX
‘Value’ of of e is p • e =
pc ec .
c∈C
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Apples

Can trade p1 units of c2 for p2 units
of c1 (both bundles worth p1 p2 ).
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e = (e1 , e2 , . . . , eC ) means

e’=(10,65)
e

50

Impossible
Foolish
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Commodities: endowments, prices, and trade
Bananas

Let C be the set of commodities.
Endowment: a point e ∈ RC .
e = (e1 , e2 , . . . , eC ) means
e

p

◮

e1 units of commodity 1

◮

e2 units of commodity 2, etc.

p ∈ RC .
Market yields price vectorX
‘Value’ of of e is p • e =
pc ec .

Be,p

c∈C

Apples

Can trade p1 units of c2 for p2 units
of c1 (both bundles worth p1 p2 ).
Can trade e for e′ iff p • e′ = p • e.


The set Be,p := e′ ∈ RC ; p • e′ = p • e is budget hyperplane through e
(orthogonal to p).
All trades must occur along Be,p .
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such that
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e ∈ RC ; ui (e) = r

(∀ r ∈ R).

Commodities c and d are perfect substitutes
⇐⇒
(c, d) indifference curves are straight lines.
Example: Esso gasoline vs. Shell gasoline.
Formal model: u is linear function
u(ec , ed )

0
1.

u =i

2

1.
u =i

4

1.
u =i

4
2.
u =i
2
2.
0
u =i
2.
u =i
8
1.
u =i
6
1.
u =i

6

2.
u =i

Esso Gasoline

Indifference sets: Sr :=

=

kc ec + kd ed .

Shell Gasoline

for some constants kc , kd > 0.

The Consumer: Utility functions and indifference curves
Each consumer i has a (continuous, concave) utility function ui : RC −→R,
such that



ui (e′ ) > ui (e) ⇐⇒ i prefers bundle e′ to bundle e .

u =i

Margarine

Indifference sets: Sr :=


e ∈ RC ; ui (e) = r

(∀ r ∈ R).

6
2.
2.

u =i

4

2.

u =i

Commodities c and d are good substitutes
⇐⇒
(c, d) indifference curves are almost linear.

2

Example: Butter vs. margarine.
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u =i
0

u =i
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1. 6
1.
u =i 1.4

Formal model: u is CES function:

2
1. 0
1.
u =i

u =i

u(ec , ed )

=

(ecα + edα )1/α .

Butter

for some constant 0 < α ≤ 1.

The Consumer: Utility functions and indifference curves
Each consumer i has a (continuous, concave) utility function ui : RC −→R,
such that



ui (e′ ) > ui (e) ⇐⇒ i prefers bundle e′ to bundle e .

e ∈ RC ; ui (e) = r

Butter

Indifference sets: Sr :=

ui=2.4
ui=2.2

(∀ r ∈ R).

Commodities c and d are complements
⇐⇒
(c, d) indifference curves are almost square.
Example: Bread vs. butter.

ui=2.0
ui=1.8
ui=1.6
ui=1.4
ui=1.2
ui=1.0

Formal model: Cobb-Douglas function:
u(ec , ed )

=

ecαc · edαd .

Bread

for some constants αc , αd > 0

The Consumer: Utility functions and indifference curves
Each consumer i has a (continuous, concave) utility function ui : RC −→R,
such that



ui (e′ ) > ui (e) ⇐⇒ i prefers bundle e′ to bundle e .

Left Shoes

Indifference sets: Sr :=


e ∈ RC ; ui (e) = r

ui=2.4
ui=2.2
ui=2.0
ui=1.8
ui=1.6
ui=1.4
ui=1.2
ui=1.0
Right Shoes

(∀ r ∈ R).

c and d are perfect complements
⇐⇒
(c, d) indifference curves are square.
Example: Left shoes vs. right shoes.
Formal model: u(ec , ed ) = min{ec , ed }.

Bananas

The Consumer: Utility maximization through trade
Consumer i will trade ei for any x such
that ui (x) > ui (ei ).

x
ei
Apples

Bananas

The Consumer: Utility maximization through trade
Consumer i will trade ei for any x such
that ui (x) > ui (ei ).

Be,p

Ideal: trade ei for the xi in budget
hyperplane Be,p maximizing ui (xi ).

xi

p

ei
Apples

xi is the point where Be,p is
tangent∗ to an indifference surface.

The Consumer: Utility maximization through trade
Consumer i will trade ei for any x such
that ui (x) > ui (ei ).

Be,p

Ideal: trade ei for the xi in budget
hyperplane Be,p maximizing ui (xi ).

Buy 45 bananas

xi
zi

p

xi is the point where Be,p is
tangent∗ to an indifference surface.
xi = xi (p) is i ’s consumption plan.

ei
Sell 30 apples

zi (p) := xi − ei is i ’s excess demand. It encodes how much of each
commodity i must buy or sell to maximize her utility at the market price p.
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A set of utility functions {ui }i ∈I (where ui : RC −→R for all i ∈ I).

Let p ∈ RC be a price vector.
◮

Given p, each i ∈ I chooses utility-maximizing consumption plan xi (p)
in her budget set Bi (p).

◮

The aggregate excess demand of the market (at price p) is defined:

X
z(p) :=
xi (p) − ei .
i ∈I

z(p) encodes the net quantity of every commodity which the entire
market demands (or supplies) at price p.
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Aggregate excess demand & Walrasian Equilibrium
Recall: the aggregate excess demand (at price p) is defined,

X
z(p) :=
xi (p) − ei .
i ∈I

Suppose z(p) = (z1 , z2 , . . . , zC ) ∈ RC . Let c ∈ C.
◮

If zc > 0, then there is a net shortage of commodity c.

◮

If zc < 0, then there is a net glut of commodity c.

◮

If zc = 0, then supply of commodity c exactly matches demand.

Thus, the market is in equilibrium if and only if zc = 0 for all c ∈ C.
Definition: The price vector p is a Walrasian equilibrium if z(p) = 0.
If p is a Walrasian equilibrium, then supply exactly matches demand
(i.e. ‘the market clears’) for every commodity, simultaneously.
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Existence of Walrasian Equilibria

Theorem: (Arrow and Debreu, 1954)
◮

For all i ∈ I, suppose that the utility function ui : RC −→R is:
◮
◮

◮

◮

Differentiable.
Strictly concave. (i.e. no commodity is a ‘perfect substitute’ for any
other commodity, for any consumer).
Strictly monotonic.
(i.e. every consumer always prefers more of every commodity
—i.e. ∂c ui > 0 for every i ∈ I and c ∈ C).

Also, for all c ∈ C, suppose that

X

eic > 0.

i ∈I

(i.e. There is a nonzero amount of every commodity).
Then a Walrasian equilibrium exists in this economy.
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Reason: It doesn’t matter whether we measure prices in dollars (r = 1) or
in cents (r = 100). Demand for each commodity is the same.
Consequence:
We can always)normalize p to lie on the price semisphere
(
X
S+ := p ∈ RC+ ;
pc2 = 1 .
c∈C
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Reason: For every i ∈ I, xi (p) − ei is orthogonal to p because it lies in
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is orthogonal to p by definition).
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i ’s ‘budget hyperplane’
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Consequence: z is a tangent vector field on S+ .
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Reason: Every good is desirable to everyone (ui is monotone and convex).
If a good is ‘cheap enough’, people will buy arbitrarily large quantities.
Consequence: Tangent vector field z points inwards at boundaries of S+ .

Proof idea:
Proof: Aggregate excess demand function z has following properties:
(0,0,1)

Walrasian ◮
Equilibrium:
z(p)=0

◮

Walras: z is tangent vector field
on S+ .

◮

Liquidation sale effect: z points
inwards at the boundaries of S+ .

(0,1,0

)

z vector
field

0-Homogeneous: Can assume
p ∈ S+ (price semisphere).

(1,0,0)

These properties, combined with Brouwer’s Fixed Point Theorem, imply that
z(p∗ ) = 0 for some p∗ ∈ S+ .
This p∗ is a Walrasian equilibrium.

.
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◮

We describe this with
(nonlinear) function
f : RC− −→RC+ .

Bread

Bakery
Technology

3 Energy 3 Water
1 Salt
5 Labour
10 Flour 1 Sugar
1 Yeast

◮

5 Bread

3 Bread

Suppose i = (i1 , . . . , iC ) ∈ RC+ , and f (−i) = o = (o1 , . . . , oC ) ∈ RC+ .
This means: if the input is i1 units of factor 1, i2 units of factor 2, etc....
then output is o1 units of merchandise 1, o2 units of merchandise 2, etc.
(Note: Factor inputs are measured in negative units.)
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f : R− −→R. If f (−i ) = o, then i units of input yield o units of output.
Assume f (0) ≤ 0 (‘No Free Lunch’). Define production possibility set:

Y :=
(−i , o) ∈ R2 ; o ≤ f (−i )
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o If Y is convex (e.g. f ′ is decreasing),
then get diminishing returns to scale.
f

Y
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◮

Ubiquitous assumption in most
economic models.

◮

Reasonable model of a single
factory.

◮

Perhaps applies to long-term
global economy? (‘Fundamental
resource constraints’).

The Firm: Single-factor, single-output technology
f : R− −→R. If f (−i ) = o, then i units of input yield o units of output.
Assume f (0) ≤ 0 (‘No Free Lunch’). Define production possibility set:

Y :=
(−i , o) ∈ R2 ; o ≤ f (−i )

The geometry of Y describes the ‘scale economies’ of the technology:

o If Y is a cone (e.g. f is linear), then
get constant returns to scale.
f

◮

Y
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Reasonable assumption for model
of an entire industry, due to
‘replication’ argument.

The Firm: Single-factor, single-output technology
f : R− −→R. If f (−i ) = o, then i units of input yield o units of output.
Assume f (0) ≤ 0 (‘No Free Lunch’). Define production possibility set:

Y :=
(−i , o) ∈ R2 ; o ≤ f (−i )

The geometry of Y describes the ‘scale economies’ of the technology:

o If Y is concave (e.g. f ′ is increasing)
then get increasing returns to scale.
f

Y
-i

◮

‘Intellectual property’ industries
(zero marginal cost of
production).

◮

‘Network effects’ (e.g.
transport/communication
networks, software standards).

◮

Leads to ‘natural monopolies’
(e.g. telephone, electricity).
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The Firm: Single-factor, single-output technology
f : R− −→R. If f (−i ) = o, then i units of input yield o units of output.
Assume f (0) ≤ 0 (‘No Free Lunch’). Define production possibility set:

Y :=
(−i , o) ∈ R2 ; o ≤ f (−i )

The geometry of Y describes the ‘scale economies’ of the technology:

o Suppose ∃ i ∗ < 0 such that f (i ) = 0
for all i > i∗ . Then get startup costs.
f

Y
Startup
cost

-i

i*

(0,0)

◮

Firm must invest minimal
amount to produce anything.

◮

Increasing returns on small scale.

◮

Complete shutdown is possible.

Example: Electricity for factory lighting.

The Firm: Single-factor, single-output technology
f : R− −→R. If f (−i ) = o, then i units of input yield o units of output.
Assume f (0) ≤ 0 (‘No Free Lunch’). Define production possibility set:

Y :=
(−i , o) ∈ R2 ; o ≤ f (−i )

The geometry of Y describes the ‘scale economies’ of the technology:

o Suppose exists i ∗ < 0 such that f (i ) =
−∞ for all i > i∗ . Then get sunk costs.
f

Y
Sunk
cost

-i

i*

(0,0)

◮

Firm must invest minimal
amount just to exist.

◮

Increasing returns on small scale.

◮

Complete shutdown is impossible.

Example: Construction of factory.
Rental of land and equipment.

The Firm: Multi-factor, single-output technology
f : RC− −→R. If f (−i) = o, then input vector i yields o units of output.
Geometry of f describes substitution or complementarity between factors:
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Let p ∈ RC be market price vector.
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The output o := f (−i) has a
resale value of p • o.
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Thus, plan y yields a profit of
p • o − p • i = p • y.

The Firm: Profit maximization
A production plan is vector y := f (−i) − i ∈ RC (for some −i ∈ RC− ).

o

Let p ∈ RC be market price vector.

y*

Y
Maximal
profit

-i

p

The output o := f (−i) has a
resale value of p • o.
The input i costs p • i.
Thus, plan y yields a profit of
p • o − p • i = p • y.

◮

Assume firm chooses production plan y∗ which maximizes profit.

◮

At y∗ , boundary of production possibility set Y is orthogonal∗ to p.
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◮

If firm j chooses profit-maximizing production plan yj∗ ∈ Yj and makes
profit p • yj∗ , then consumer i receives the dividend θij p • yj∗ .
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Thus, i ’s total dividend income is
θij p • yj∗ .
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◮

◮

If firm j chooses profit-maximizing production plan yj∗ ∈ Yj and makes
profit p • yj∗ , then consumer i receives the dividend θij p • yj∗ .
X
Thus, i ’s total dividend income is
θij p • yj∗ .
j∈J
C
R , then

If i had initial endowment ei ∈
i ’s effective budget set is now




X
Bi (p) :=
x ∈ RC ; p • x = p • ei +
θij p • yj∗ .


j∈J
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Aggregate excess demand & Walrasian Equilibrium
Recall: the aggregate excess demand (at price p) is defined,

X
X
yj (p).
z(p) :=
xi (p) − ei −
i ∈I

j∈J

Suppose z(p) = (z1 , z2 , . . . , zC ) ∈ RC . Let c ∈ C.
◮

If zc > 0, then there is a net shortage of commodity c.

◮

If zc < 0, then there is a net glut of commodity c.

◮

If zc = 0, then supply of commodity c exactly matches demand.

Thus, the market is in equilibrium if and only if zc = 0 for all c ∈ C.
Definition: The price vector p is a Walrasian equilibrium if z(p) = 0.
If p is a Walrasian equilibrium, then supply exactly matches demand
(i.e. ‘the market clears’) for every commodity.
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Then a Walrasian equilibrium exists in this economy.
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Proof idea:
Proof idea: Represent economy as ‘game’ with I + J + 1 players:
◮

Each firm j ∈ J is a player, whose ‘action’ is a choice of production
plan yj ∈ Yj , and whose goal is to maximize profit.

◮

Each consumer i ∈ I is a player, whose ‘action’ is a choice of excess
demand xi in her budget set, and whose goal is to maximize her utility.

◮

The extra player is a fictitious ‘price setter’, whose ‘action’ is a choice
price vector p ∈ RC , and whose ‘goal’ is to maximize p • z (where z is
excess demand generated by other players).

Fact: This game has a Nash equilibrium, p′ , where each player’s action is
her best response to the actions of all other players. If z′ = z(p), then
z′ • p′ = 0. Thus, ∀ c ∈ C, either zc′ = 0 or pc′ = 0 (excess goods are ‘free’).
From p′ , derive p with z(p) = 0 —i.e. p is a Walrasian equilibrium.
Remark: The ‘tangent field’ strategy from ‘pure exchange economy’ is
inapplicable, because Walras’ Law (p ⊥ z(p)) is false.
In general z(p) • p < 0 because yj (p) • p ≥ 0 for each j ∈ J
(i.e. the profit-maximizing production of firms ‘creates value’ in economy.)
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(0,1,

0)
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Nonuniqueness problem: Even in a
‘pure exchange’ economy it is possible
that many Walrasian equilibria exist.
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not sufficient to predict a unique outcome of the market.

For example, ‘comparative statics’
cannot predict a unique response to
a shock.
Depending on initial conditions, market might choose different equilibria.
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This is called path-dependence or lock-in.
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The Walrasian model assumes the ‘Law of One Price’ (LOP):
Each commodity c has a single global ‘price’, which constant
across the whole market. All sales of c occur at this price.
Recall: To justify the LOP, the definition of a commodity must include its
location, convenience, information vs. risk level, and experience qualities:
Consequence: Same product, sold in different stores, or different locations,
or with a different brand, is considered a ‘different’ commodity in model.
Thus, each firm has a monopoly over ‘its’ version of the commodity.
Firms still compete: their products are (imperfect) substitutes for one
another. But each firm has some ‘monopoly power’ because of its unique
brand or location, or because it provides a unique ‘customer experience’.
In such a monopolistic competition, each firm is a price setter for its
product, not a price taker. This contradicts the ‘price-taker’ assumption of
Walrasian model.
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Fundamental Assumption of Neoclassical Microeconomics:
The market is always at a Walrasian equilibrium.
Price setting problem: Walras model assumes each consumer and firm is a
price taker, who treats market prices as exogenous and ‘fixed’, and simply
chooses her own individual ‘best response’ to these prices. That is:
No consumer or firm can set or influence prices.
But if nobody can influence prices, then how do prices ever change? How
do prices get to the equilibrium in the first place?
For example, in ‘comparative statics’, how exactly does the price ‘find’ the
new equilibrium after the ‘shock’ ?
Also, how rapidly does market find equilibrium? Presumably, in the extreme
‘long run’, the market will find an equilibrium, but....
“In the long run, we are all dead.”

—J.M. Keynes

Extreme ‘long run’ predictions are irrelevant for crafting economic policy.
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Thus, Paul Samuelson (1947) proposed that nonequilibrium price vector
obeys tâtonnement differential equation:
◮

ṗ(t)

=

α (z [p(t)]),

where price adjustment vector field α : RC+ −→RC is such that:
For all c ∈ C,
Simplest choice: α(z) = z.

sign[αc (z)] = sign[zc ].
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Then z(p) is tangent to S+ (by Walras’ law).
Thus, z : S+ −→RC is a tangent vector field.
Thus, tâtonnement equation ṗ = z(p) defines a smooth flow on S+ .
Sonnenschein-Mantel-Debreu Theorem (1974)
Suppose |I| ≥ |C|.
Let ǫ > 0.
Let Sǫ := {p ∈ S+ ; pc ≥ ǫ, ∀c ∈ C}.
C
Let V : Sǫ −→R be any crazy tangent vector field you want.
There exist ‘reasonable’ utility functions ui : RC −→R and initial
endowments ei ∈ RC (for i ∈ I) such that, if z : S+ −→RC is the resulting
excess demand vector field, then z|Sǫ ≡ V.
Consequence: Given any chaotic dynamical system you want on Sǫ , there
exists a pure-exchange economy whose ‘tâtonnement dynamics’ mimic this
dynamical system. (In particular, it will never converge to equilibrium).
◮ Introducing production into economy does not fix the problem.
◮ Generalizing “ṗ = z(p)” to “ṗ = α[z(p)]” also doesn’t work, for
‘reasonable’ choices of α.
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The ‘real’ economy can’t obey tâtonnement dynamics for another reason:
If p is not a Walrasian equilibrium, and z(p) 6= 0, then:
◮

There are scarcities. This means consumers overconsume substitutes
for the scarce goods, while firms experience production shortfalls due
to lack of inputs. This leads to further scarcities, and so on....

◮

There are gluts, so not all merchandise can be sold. This means
shortfalls in revenue, which means shortfalls in purchases, which means
further lost sales, and so on....

In short, the whole Walrasian model falls apart outside of equilibrium.
A proper disequilibrium model must describes how scarce goods are
‘rationed’ in the market, and must describe how consumers and firms react
when their consumption/production plans are not feasible.
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Explanation: “c et d” means that some consumer owns nonzero amounts
both of c and d. Economy doesn’t ‘decompose’ into subeconomies with
disjoint commodities held by disjoint populations. Thus, ‘price comparisons’
between commodities are meaningful, because they all trade in same market.
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Each i ∈ I also has optimal consumption plan xi (t) (which changes as
ei (t) and p(t) change).
Let zi (t) := X
xi (t) − ei (t) be i ’s excess demand at time t.
Let Z(t) :=
zi (t) be aggregate excess demand of the market at time t.
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Finally, the key assumption in Hahn-Negishi models is:
◮

Orderly
For all i ∈ I and c ∈ C, if zci (t) 6= 0, then

 i markets:
sign zc (t) = sign [Zc (t)].

Explanation: We are assuming it is impossible for zcj (t) < 0 < zcj (t) for
some i 6= j.
Why? Because in an ‘orderly market’, i and j would meet
and trade until at least one of them was satisfied. In other words,
“Every buyer can always find a seller, if one exists.”
(And vice versa).
Consequence: If p is a Walrasian equilibrium, then not only is Z(p) = 0,
but zi (p) = 0 for all i ∈ I.
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As prices adjust, each consumer must adjust her expectations downwards....
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In other words, U(t) is a Lyapunov function for dynamics.
This guarantees convergence to a local minimum of U(t). This will be an
equilibrium.
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Problems with Fisher-Hahn-Negishi model
Problems:
◮

Fisher-Hahn-Negishi model depends heavily on ‘Orderly Market’
hypothesis. (“every buyer can always find a seller, if one exists.”).
This is not realistic, especially in on short time scales.

◮

Fisher removes unrealistic assumptions like ‘Dawn of Time’ and ‘Law
of One Price’, but he requires ‘No Favourable Surprise’ instead.

◮

Model says nothing about which equilibrium the market will converge
to (if there are many), or the speed of this convergence. (Because it
imposes few restrictions on the ‘adjustment’ function α).

◮

Model also makes few predictions about disequilibrium trading
behaviour. (Because it imposes few restrictions on the ‘trading rules’
function τ i , except for assumptions (e,f,g)).

Other disequilibrium models include Uzawa’s (1962) ‘Edgeworth trading’
model and Benassy’s (1984, 2002) ‘quantity-constrained rationing’ model.
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Sonnenschein-Mantel-Debreu Theorem (1974)
Let Sǫ := {p ∈ S+ ; pc ≥ ǫ, ∀c ∈ C}.
Suppose |I| ≥ |C|.
Let ǫ > 0.
Let V : Sǫ −→RC be any crazy tangent vector field you want.
There exist utility functions ui : RC −→R and initial endowments ei ∈ RC
(for i ∈ I) such that, if z : S+ −→RC is the resulting excess demand vector
field, then z|Sǫ ≡ V.
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market price p.
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Say z is proportionally injective (PI) if, for all p, p′ ∈ S+ ,




p 6= p′ =⇒ z(p) and z(p′ ) are linearly independent.

Clearly, if z is PI and r : S+ −→R+ is any function, then z′ := r · z is also PI.
Less clearly...
Lemma 2: If z is PI and satisfies SARP, and r : S+ −→R+ is any
continuous positive function, then z′ := r · z also satisfies SARP.
Corollary: z′ is also the excess demand field for some u ′ and e′ .
(because of SARP Theorem.)
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(The vector fields z1 , . . . , zC span tangent space of S+ at each point.)
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For all c ∈ [1...C ], vector field rc zc satisfies SARP (by Lemma 2).

◮

Thus, rc zc is excess demand for some consumer (by SARP Theorem).

◮

Thus, z = r1 z1 + · · · + rC zC is the aggregate excess demand field for
this set of consumers, as desired.
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Also, zc is proportionally injective (exercise).
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This completes the proof of the Sonnenschein-Mantel-Debreu Theorem. .
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It underpins almost all of modern mathematical microeconomics.
However, the Walrasian model is an inadequate (or misleading, or even
incoherent) description of economies not in equilibrium.
It cannot predict which equilibrium will be chosen, how the economy will
get to this equilibrium, how long this process might take, and how the
economy will function in the mean time.
This is a major shortcoming.
‘Real’ economies are subjected to constant shocks.
Thus, ‘real’ economies are often (usually? always?) in disequilibrium.
Needed: A mathematically rigorous, all-encompassing model of
disequilibrium dynamics in microeconomics.
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